Four Fundamental Characteristics of Accountability

Are the pressures of increasing expectations with less time and resources affecting your work environment negatively?

Focusing on accountability can help your organization build retention, morale, and powerful business results.

Do you know how accountable your employees are? Here are four signs that indicate strong accountability:

1. **Dedication**: A dedicated team is willing to do what needs to be done to get results, despite difficult obstacles or challenges.

2. **Resiliency**: A resilient team strengthens and supports one another to help everyone realize their true potential.

3. **Liability**: A liable team is responsible for its actions and results, and embraces feedback through constructive criticism and unrelenting encouragement.

4. **Learning**: A team focused on learning views errors as learning experiences and uncovers ways to make every situation educational.

You can set new standards and watch productivity soar by establishing accountability expectations within your team today: HRDQstore.com/accountability-experience.